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BOSS ANNOUNCES GT-1B BASS EFFECTS PROCESSOR 
Flagship Bass Tone in an Ultra-Compact Package 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hamamatsu, Japan, June 23, 2017 — BOSS has announced the GT-1B Bass Effects Processor, a 
compact multi-effects unit for bassists. Equipped with BOSS’s flagship-level sound engine, the GT-
1B is a powerful mobile tone companion that gives players a diverse selection of pro-level preamps 
and effects for stage and studio playing. 
 
The GT-1B features 90 unique effects including 13 different preamp types, all specially tuned for 
bass. Among these are a selection of premium effects that use BOSS’s advanced Multi-Dimensional 
Processing (MDP) to maintain an instrument’s natural character and response. A dedicated looper is 
included as well, providing a useful built-in tool for jamming and spontaneous creativity. 
 
With the GT-1B’s intuitive interface, it’s simple to build sounds and fine-tune parameters, even for 
players who are new to multi-effects. Easy Select and Easy Edit functions streamline patch creation 
even more, allowing beginners and pros alike to achieve polished multi-effects sounds with just a 
few tweaks. 
 
Though designed to be light and compact, the GT-1B still delivers the rugged durability that BOSS is 
famous for. A choice of AC or battery power provides flexibility for performing and practicing 
anywhere. 
 
At the BOSS Tone Central website, GT-1B users have access to many free patch collections 
created by pro bassists. The free BOSS Tone Studio software provides a full-featured editor/librarian 
for the GT-1B, as well as integrated access to all the patch collections at BOSS Tone Central. 
 
To learn more about the GT-1B Bass Effects Processor, visit www.boss.info. 
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About BOSS 
BOSS, a division of Roland Corporation, has achieved legendary status among guitarists by offering 
a diverse, world-leading product lineup that includes compact effects processors, multi-effects 
processors, digital recorders, rhythm machines, metronomes, tuners, and more. For more 
information, visit www.boss.info. 
 
 
About Roland Corporation 
Roland Corporation is a leading manufacturer and distributor of electronic musical instruments, 
including keyboards and synthesizers, guitar products, electronic percussion, amplifiers, audio and 
recording products, vocal products, and professional audio and video products. With more than 40 
years of musical instrument development, Roland sets the standard in music technology for the 
world to follow. For more information, visit Roland.com. 
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